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ABSTRACT

This poem/lyrics is an appeal to the author’s atheist colleagues in science. It represents his hope for their transformation to search, research & embrace Scientific GOD.
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Oh my atheist colleagues in science:

Have you seen the sub-atoms of your body?  
No, yet you believe that they exist;
Have you felt the strong force that holds the sub-atoms together?  
No, yet you know that they must be there;
Have you seen the atoms of a virus invading your body?  
No, yet you have no doubt that they exist.

*******************

Oh my atheist colleagues in science:

Have you seen the Earth on which we reside?  
Yes, yet you deny that there was a Builder.
Have you felt the air that you breathe?  
Yes, yet you doubt that there is a Provider,
Have you seen your body on which your faculties reside?  
Yes, yet you don’t believe that there is a Creator.

*******************

Oh my atheist colleagues in science:

If GOD now reveals how IT breathes life into equations?  
Would you still deny that IT exists?
If GOD now reveals how IT designs the laws governing particles?  
Would you then still deny that IT’s the basis of natural laws?
If GOD now reveals how IT creates, sustains and makes evolve matters?  
Would you still deny that IT’s the foundation of science?

*******************
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Oh my atheist colleagues in science:

Time has come for you to search the footprint of Scientific GOD,
Would you rather live in denial?
You are the scientific vessel its Creator would like to hitch a ride,
Would you deny ITS pleasure to do just that?
Through all of us Scientific GOD manifests,
Would you rather be in idle?

********************************************************************